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The Book of Twentieth-century Essays 2000 first published in
2004 volume ii provides the hard facts and the history behind the
headlines significant 20th century events in the evolution of all
aspects of business and commerce are described in chronologically
arranged articles the text of each article is divided into two
sections summary of the event describes the event itself and the
circumstances leading up to it and impact of the event analyzes the
influence of the event on the evolution of business practice or on a
major industry in both the short and long terms each article
concludes with a fully annotated bibliography
The encyclopedia of twentieth-century fiction. 3. Twentieth-
Century World Fiction 2011 germany in the 20th century endured
two world wars a failed democracy hitler s dictatorship the
holocaust and a country divided for 40 years but it has also
boasted a strong welfare state affluence liberalization and
globalization a successful democracy and the longest period of
peace in european history in this award winning volume of german
history ulrich herbert analyzes the trajectory of german politics
and culture during a century ofextremes
Chronology of Twentieth-Century History: Business and Commerce
2014-04-23 key events people ideas and discoveries of the 20th
century from 1900 to 1990
A History of Twentieth-Century Germany 2019 a chronological
compilation of twentieth century world events in one volume from
the acclaimed historian and biographer of winston s churchill the
twentieth century has been one of the most unique in human history
it has seen the rise of some of humanity s most important advances
to date as well as many of its most violent and terrifying wars
this is a condensed version of renowned historian martin gilbert s
masterful examination of the century s history offering the
highlights of a three volume work that covers more than three
thousand pages from the invention of aviation to the rise of the
internet and from events and cataclysmic changes in europe to
those in asia africa and north america martin examines art
literature war religion life and death and celebration and renewal
across the globe and throughout this turbulent and astonishing
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century
The Encyclopedia of Twentieth-century Fiction 2011 from this
major author comes a totally unique history of the twentieth
century eschewing the traditional model for histories of this kind
blow by blow political narratives typically overloaded with
detail jeremy black offers us instead a brilliant thematic account
of the last 100 years with the environment and the continuing
strength of religious belief at its centre looking back to the
1910s and 1920s black begins with the greatest issue of all the
natural environment and its destruction and moves to show how
our world been transformed by urbanisation and development
amazing developments took place across the century men walked
on the moon the internet revolutionised communications advances
in health and medicine developments in manufacturing and
technology economic globalization all have changed the way
different parts of the world related to each other how have these
revolutionary changes impacted on religion and politics in the final
sections of the book black looks at the persistence and growing
extremism in religious belief how change creates instability and
wars and how power blocs emerged and collapsed in response to
all these developments this is twentieth century world history on
a truly global scale the twentieth century world forces us to
rethink the way we view the past and offers us a new way to
understand the present
Dictionary of 20th-century History 1990 reprint of the original
first published in 1881
Must We Perish? 1949 in this book professor berkowitz studies
the diversity of american drama from the stylistic experimental
plays of o neill through verse tragedy and community theatre to
the theatre of the 1990s the discussions range through
dramatists plays genres and themes with full supporting appendix
material it also examines major dramatists such as eugene o neill
arthur miller sam shephard tennessee williams and august wilson
and covers not only the broadway scene but also off broadway
movements and fringe theatres and such subjects as women s and
african american drama
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History of the Twentieth Century 2014-06-05 considering the
great popularity of the first four editions of the book twentieth
century literary criticism and keeping in mind the valuable
suggestions received from several quarters the present fifth
edition has been revised and enlarged by an addition of twelve new
chapters it contains fifty chapters in all organized into two
parts part i of the book lays emphasis on various schools of
criticism that are prevalent in india and the west each chapter
contains an analysis of the theory in question and shows the
trend and development as well as the methodology of literary
criticism in the 20th century recent issues in twentieth century
criticism postcolonial theory translation theory cultural
criticism and gender studies are among the many attractions of the
book part ii of the book contains discussions on a large number of
critical essays and critics such as eliot richards leavis barthes
foucault and the postcolonial critics the seminal critical essays
included in this section have influenced the critical trends in the
twentieth century and changed the general perception of criticism
these chapters apart from giving a comprehensive idea of the
critical concepts also provide an analytic study of the critical
works important postcolonial critics like edward said homi k
bhabha and gayatri chakravorty spivak have been discussed with
new insight professor das has explained the theories and the texts
with clarity and precision in a lucid language this is an invaluable
reference book for anyone interested in the field of literary
criticism in the twentieth century
The World in the Twentieth Century 2016-02-12 arranged
chronologically by decade from the 1890s to the 1990s each
decade is divided into two different types of writing critical
documentary and imaginative writing and is accompanied by a
headnote which situates it thematically and chronologically the
reader is also structured for thematic study by listing all the
pieces included under a series of topic headings the wide range of
material encompasses writings of well known figures in the irish
canon and neglected writers alike this will appeal to the general
reader but also makes irish writing in the twentieth century ideal
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as a core text providing a unique focus for detailed study in a
single volume book jacket
1931: A Glance at the Twentieth Century 2024-02-25 the
sixteen essays in this second volume of harvard english studies
explore and reevaluate the work of twentieth century writers and
critics from joyce and james to iris murdoch and mailer from yeats
and eliot to critics and poets of the present generation part i
writers and critics includes among other essays an exploration of
erotic imagination in dubliners and a study of dickensian motifs in
murdoch s london novels other articles deal with the present
standing of yeats s and eliot s poetry the prosodies of free verse
and the role of the writer in modern fiction part ii twentieth
century valuations reconsidered assesses some of the influential
twentieth century critical positions on shakespeare the pastoral
donne the metaphysical poets milton pope and wordsworth
distinguished contributors include josephine miles frank kermode f r
leavis and christopher ricks
The Politics of Twentieth-century Novelists 1971 ideas crackle
in this triumphant final book of tony judt taking readers on a wild
ride through the ideological currents and shoals of 20th century
thought los angeles times one of our most brilliant historians
tony judt brings the past century vividly to life in this
unprecedented and original history structured as a series of
intimate conversations between judt and his friend and fellow
historian timothy snyder thinking the twentieth century presents
the triumphs and the failures of the twentieth century s most
prominent intellectuals and their ideas guiding readers through the
debates that defined our world spanning an era with unprecedented
clarity and insight thinking the twentieth century is a tour de
force a masterful analysis of the life of the mind and an
unforgettable guide to leading the mindful life
Twentieth Century Viewpoints 2007 taking in novelists from all
over the globe from the beginning of the century to the present day
this is the most comprehensive survey of the leading lights of
twentieth century fiction superb breadth of coverage and over
800 entries by an international team of contributors ensures that
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this fascinating and wide ranging work of reference will be
invaluable to anyone with an interest in modern fiction authors
included range from joseph conrad to albert camus and franz kafka
to chinua achebe who s who of twentieth century novelists gives
a superb insight into the richness and diversity of the twentieth
century novel
American Drama of the Twentieth Century 2014-07-15 eugene o
neill clifford odets left wing theatre black drama thornton wilder
lillian hellman luigi pirandello arthur miller
Chronology of Twentieth-Century History 19?? vol i the elements
of building vol ii the principles of composition vol iii building types
vol iv building types
Chronicle of 20th Century History 1989 both a political history
and a moral critique of the twentieth century this is a personal
and impassioned book from one of europe s most outstanding
intellectuals identifying totalitarianism as the major innovation
of the twentieth century tzvetan todorov examines the struggle
between this system and democracy and its effects on human life
and consciousness todorov explores the history of the past
century not only by analyzing its spectacular political conflicts
but also by offering moving profiles of several individuals who at
great personal cost resisted the strictures of the communist and
nazi regimes jacket
Twentieth Century Literary Criticism 2005 the contributors to
this volume analyse greek attitudes to greece from a variety of
perspectives the accession of greece to the eu in 1981 has more
than made up for the dismal record of the military government prior
to 1974 but many greeks still suffer from conceptual inertia
Twentieth Century Encyclop�dia 1912 a delightful new reference
containing some 9 000 popular quotations arranged within
subject groupings under headings that run from the general to the
specific cited in speeches the news media song lyrics movies
advertising sports even graffiti annotation copyright by book
news inc portland or
Irish Writing in the Twentieth Century 2000 although many works
of autobiography exist few works on autobiography have been
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written and no single book has ever before been devoted to english
literary autobiographies of the twentieth century this incisive
study of selected autobipgraphical works by british novelists
poets and playwrights begins with versions of truth in which finney
set out to demonstrate using among others the works of w h
davies george orwell joseph conrad and christopher isherwood the
extent to which autobiographical narrative like other forms of
narrative makes heavy use of aesthetic criteria even when the
writer is most concerned with giving a completely honest version
of the facts the second section in search of self reviews the ways
modern autobiographers have chosen to portray themselves ased
on psychoanalytical insights peculiar to the 20th century
employing the theories of freud and jung finney reads the
autobiographies of edmund gosse w b yeats h g wells stephen
spender and others to demonstrate the nature of the insights
psychology has to offer readers and writers of 20th century
autobiography
Twentieth-century Literature in Retrospect 1971 sullivan
presents a wealth of material that has never before appeared in a
western language i expect it will be the standard book on
twentieth century chinese art for the foreseeable future julia f
andrews author of painters and politics in the people s republic of
china a most sympathetic and useful guide to twentieth century
chinese art long the leading scholar on the subject professor
sullivan has presented a lucid account of a most dramatic
chapter in chinese art in a complex interplay of aesthetics politics
cultural and social history wen c fong princeton university so
much of china s art in the twentieth century has to do with
artistic and political ideas from the west that is is appropriate
that one of its first comprehensive histories should be written by a
western scholar especially one who has known personally many of
china s leading artistic figures of the last fifty years not only
does professor sullivan tell the complex story of twentieth
century china art with lucidity and style his learned text is also
illuminated with witty anecdotes and incisive observations that
can only come from an indsider johnson chang chang tson zung
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director hanart tz gallery hong kong
Thinking the Twentieth Century 2013-01-29 �����gdp� 19����
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Who's Who of Twentieth Century Novelists 2008-02-21 the
relationship between the us and europe in the 20th century is one
of the key considerations in any understanding of international
relations international history during this period david ryan first
sets the context by looking at the trends and traditions of
america s foreign relations in the 19th century and then considers
the changing nature of america s vision of europe from 1900 to the
present the book examines america s response to and involvement in
the two world wars including the structure of international
power after the first world war and american reaction to the rise
of nazi germany american european relations during the cold war
1945 1970 are discussed and ryan considers the contentious
debate that america was trying to establish an empire by invitation
finally the book looks at the ever increasing unification of europe
and how this has affected america s role and influence
Representative Short Story Cycles of the Twentieth Century
1971 an intellectual feast learned lucid challenging and
accessible san francisco chronicle ideas crackle in this triumphant
final book of tony judt taking readers on a wild ride through the
ideological currents and shoals of 20th century thought los
angeles times the final book of the brilliant historian and
indomitable public critic tony judt thinking the twentieth century
maps the issues and concerns of a turbulent age on to a life of
intellectual conflict and engagement the twentieth century comes
to life as an age of ideas a time when for good and for ill the
thoughts of the few reigned over the lives of the many judt
presents the triumphs and the failures of prominent intellectuals
adeptly explaining both their ideas and the risks of their political
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commitments spanning an era with unprecedented clarity and insight
thinking the twentieth century is a tour de force a classic
engagement of modern thought by one of the century s most incisive
thinkers the exceptional nature of this work is evident in its very
structure a series of intimate conversations between judt and his
friend and fellow historian timothy snyder grounded in the texts of
the time and focused by the intensity of their vision judt s
astounding eloquence and range are here on display as never before
traversing the complexities of modern life with ease he and snyder
revive both thoughts and thinkers guiding us through the debates
that made our world as forgotten ideas are revisited and
fashionable trends scrutinized the shape of a century emerges judt
and snyder draw us deep into their analysis making us feel that we
too are part of the conversation we become aware of the
obligations of the present to the past and the force of historical
perspective and moral considerations in the critique and reform of
society then and now in restoring and indeed exemplifying the best of
intellectual life in the twentieth century thinking the twentieth
century opens pathways to a moral life for the twenty first this
is a book about the past but it is also an argument for the kind of
future we should strive for thinking the twentieth century is
about the life of the mind and the mindful life judt s book ill fares
the land republished in 2021 featuring a new preface by bestselling
author of between the world and me and the water dancer ta nehisi
coates
A Critical Introduction to Twentieth-Century American Drama:
Volume 1, 1900-1940 1982-07-29 the routledge history of the
twentieth century united states is a comprehensive introduction
to the most important trends and developments in the study of
modern united states history driven by interdisciplinary
scholarship the thirty four original chapters underscore the vast
range of identities perspectives and tensions that contributed to
the growth and contested meanings of the united states in the
twentieth century the chronological and topical breadth of the
collection highlights critical political and economic developments
of the century while also drawing attention to relatively recent
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areas of research including borderlands technology and disability
studies dynamic and flexible in its possible applications the
routledge history of the twentieth century united states offers
an exciting new resource for the study of modern american history
Forms and Functions of Twentieth-century Architecture 1952
during the twentieth century medicine has been radically
transformed and powerfully transformative in 1900 western
medicine was important to philanthropy and public health but it
was marginal to the state the industrial economy and the welfare
of most individuals it is now central to these aspects of life our
prospects seem increasingly dependent on the progress of bio
medical sciences and genetic technologies which promise to reshape
future generations the editors of medicine in the twentieth century
have commissioned over forty authoritative essays written by
historical specialists but intended for general audiences some
concentrate on the political economy of medicine and health as it
changed from period to period and varied between countries others
focus on understandings of the body and a third set of essays
explores transformations in some of the theatres of medicine and
the changing experiences of different categories of practitioners
and patients
A Critical History of 20th-century Art 2008 this book surveys
the development of geo political thought in the twentieth century
and relates it to international political developments as well as
examining how sound geopolitical theories are it considers the
work of mackinder hartshorne and haushofer and his disciples in
germany who influenced the nazis and of more recent developments
including marxist geographical writing
Hope and Memory 2003 introduction steve reich pitched up in san
francisco in september 1961 he was a young musician one who had
been taken by the early century work of the hungarian composer
and folklorist b�la bart�k and he had journeyed west from new
york in the hope of studying with leon kirchner a composer in the
rough lyric bart�k tradition who d been teaching at mills college
but kirchner had just left for harvard so reich ended up working at
mills under luciano berio over the course of the previous decade
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berio had become identified as a figurehead of the european post war
avant garde his ultramodern serialist work was quite a different
proposition to kirchner s own
Greece in the Twentieth Century 2003 this book studies c p snow s
eleven volume series of novels strangers and brothers as
documents detailing the social and political life of mid twentieth
century britain and points out the uses for the novels in the
academic study of that time period both snow and his central
character lewis s eliot started from unremarkable origins in terms
of their mutual background in the lower reaches of the middle
class their dreams of success in their teen years and their early
professional education in a new struggling academic institution in
the mid 1920s neither could really be considered typical for men of
their class eliot s working life would include being a very minor
town clerk a barrister an advisor to a powerful industrialist a
cambridge don a moderately powerful civil servant and finally in
early retirement a writer eliot would befriend members of both the
traditional and jewish upper classes scholars and brilliant
scientists powerful behind the scenes civil servants second tier
british and nazi politicians financiers and industrialists communists
and writers and artists providing a fairly broad overview of
parts of the middle class and ruling elites of the periods snow s
sequence of novels is therefore useful to the historian of
twentieth century britain both in understanding the period as it
recedes away from common experience and in presenting the period in
the classroom snow was a classic twentieth century writer who
presented a more balanced account of the british governing classes
of the middle third of the twentieth century than did the upper
class and would be upper class or working class writers of the
same period his novels provide an insight that every student of
twentieth century britain must have on hand
The New York Public Library Book of Twentieth-century American
Quotations 1992
The Inner I 1985
Art and Artists of Twentieth-century China 1996
���������� 2011-04
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The United States and Europe in the Twentieth Century
2016-02-17
Forms and Functions of Twentieth-century Architecture: The
principles of composition 1952
Thinking the Twentieth Century 2012-02-02
The Routledge History of the Twentieth-Century United States
2018
Medicine in the Twentieth Century 2020-08-26
Our Own Times 1911
Western Geopolitical Thought in the Twentieth Century
2014-10-03
Twentieth-Century Music in the West 2022-10-06
C.P. Snow's Strangers and Brothers as Mid-twentieth-century
History 2009
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